
Checkpoint 9.1. 
 

Promote expectations and beliefs that 
optimize motivation 
 
 

Acknowledge Actions  
Acknowledge Actions is a social-emotional learning strategy in which the teacher takes purposeful 
action (e.g., positive verbal statements, eye contact, gesturing, proximity) in order to make it clear 
to early learners that they are heard and noticed in a classroom setting. To implement, the teacher 
reviews the instructional plans for the day and anticipates any opportunities for when students 
may benefit from extra acknowledgement (e.g., entering the classroom, centers rotations, 
transitions). Additionally, the teacher acts as a mindful observer throughout the school day to 
identify moments when students require increased attention (e.g., withdrawn, off-task, 
attention-seeking behaviors). Teachers develop a range of approaches for Acknowledging Actions 
and determine which methods best suit a given situation. Acknowledge Actions shows students 
that they are valued members of the classroom environment, which is effective in boosting the 
confidence and motivation of early learners. 
 
 
 

Brain Breaks  
Brain Breaks are intentional breaks during instruction in which students complete physical, mental 
or breathing exercises. Brain breaks are generally one to three minutes long and can be done 
individually (e.g., deep breathing, stretching), with a partner (e.g., rock-paper-scissors), or as a 
whole class (e.g., chants/songs, short dance routine). Depending on age, a typical student’s 
attention span ranges from 10-15 minutes. Therefore, breaks in instruction provide students with 
an opportunity to process new information and refocus, which can increase student engagement 
and retention of content. Brain Breaks can be used as energizing or calming activities, and when 
used regularly in the classroom, they relieve stress and promote a positive learning environment. 
 
 
 

Break Stereotypes  
In Break Stereotypes, a teacher cultivates an inclusive learning environment by intentionally 
integrating instruction and materials that are free from gender stereotypes. First, a teacher 
examines the classroom to ensure the physical space and materials reflect diverse genders and 
interests (e.g., posters of men and women in the same profession, books with male and female 
protagonists). Next, using well-planned learning opportunities (e.g., dress up centers with a range 
of options, picture book read-alouds that challenge stereotypes), the teacher promotes the idea 
that all individuals are free to pursue their dreams. The teacher acts as an attentive observer, 
ready to offer encouragement (e.g., “You can use any of the costumes that look interesting to 
you!”) or respond to stereotypes (e.g., “That is not true. Many women are firefighters.”). Break 



Stereotypes supports young learners’ social and emotional development as students build 
self-confidence without the limitations of gender stereotypes. 
 
 
 

Choral Reading  
Choral reading is when a teacher models fluently reading a short text as students follow along with 
eyes or fingers (e.g. text is either projected up on the board or students have a copy of the text). 
Then, using the same text, the whole class or a group of students reads aloud in unison. Choral 
reading helps build students' fluency by providing a teacher model, but also promotes 
engagement and motivation for self-conscious readers because they have automatic group 
support. 
 
 
 

Cold Call  
Cold Call is when the teacher calls on a student randomly to answer a question, regardless of 
whether they have their hand raised. Cold Call is not intended to be used to chastise students or 
increase anxiety in classrooms. Instead, by distributing participation around the class, not just to 
students who frequently raise their hands, Cold Call creates a classroom culture of engaged 
participation where all opinions and voices are heard. A teacher can use Cold Call to check for a 
student’s understanding of the content being taught, to refocus students, or to elicit new ideas on 
a topic. Regular use of Cold Call increases student engagement and accountability by encouraging 
students to be ready to contribute to classroom discussions and lessons at all times. 
 
 
 

Contracts  
A Contract is an agreement that a student makes with their teacher and/or parents to follow 
through with an action plan to change their learning, emotional, or social behavior. A Contract 
makes students aware of expectations and holds them accountable for their actions, which 
increases student success. These agreements are often part of a monitoring system where the 
student’s behavior or academic progress are regularly and consistently assessed. A Contract 
typically contains a goal for the student, a detailed plan for achieving the goal (e.g., steps to follow, 
resources or supports to use, reinforcement plan, etc.), a description of how progress will be 
measured, and space for student and teacher signatures. Contracts may be implemented in 
conjunction with self-monitoring checklists, behavioral charts, or reinforcement schedules. 
 
 
 

Enlarged Equipment  
Enlarged Equipment is modified equipment that students use during game play or skill 
development activities that is larger than its standard counterpart (e.g., foam noodles as 
bats/hockey sticks, beach balls/balloons as volleyballs, larger goals or hula-hoops as enlarged 
targets). Enlarged Equipment increases accessibility for students that require physical supports to 
experience success and a sense of accomplishment during physical activities, while simultaneously 



helping those students build foundational skills for lifelong physical engagement. This equipment 
is primarily provided in the Physical Education (PE) setting to support students that are working to 
strengthen their fine motor skills. Alternatively, this equipment can also be used in the classroom 
setting to support a student that demonstrates signs of anxiety, stress, or loss of focus (e.g., 
allowing a student to lightly bounce on an oversized exercise ball before instruction to “calm the 
body”). 
 
 
 

Equity Sticks  
Equity Sticks are a set of sticks (usually popsicle sticks) on which the names of individual students 
in a class or group are written. The teacher pulls from the Equity Sticks at random when choosing 
students to ensure an equal chance of participation. Equity Sticks help reduce any intentional or 
unintentional bias a teacher may have when calling on students. Equity Sticks can be used when 
checking for understanding during a lesson and asking for student reflections or reactions. They 
can also be used when selecting students for special tasks (e.g., classroom jobs), assigning student 
groups, and for many more classroom choices. 
 
 
 

First-Then Board  
A First–Then board is a visual display of two, sequential tasks using picture icons. The activity 
displayed under the “first” section is the one the student is currently working on, and the activity 
displayed under the “then” section is the activity that will happen after the student is finished with 
the first task. A first-then board might be used to help students work up to more challenging tasks, 
process the schedule, break down a multi-step process into manageable parts or understand 
which actions lead to rewards. 
 
 
 

Goal Setting  
Goal setting is a process in which the teacher works with the student on identifying academic, 
social and behavioral goals. Once the student has determined the goal, the teacher mentors the 
student in breaking down the goal, determining the steps necessary to achieve the goal and 
creating a time frame for learning the goal. As the student works on the goal, the student can use 
a self-monitoring checklist to track progress in the goal area and identify successes or steps the 
student has made toward reaching the goal. 
 
 
 

Mid-Workshop Interruption  
A Mid-Workshop Interruption is an intentional announcement used to communicate a brief 
pointer, reminder, or compliment halfway through independent practice. While students are 
working on an independent task, the teacher makes a brief interruption using a signal that gains 
everyone's attention (e.g. a bell, a patterned clap). Once everyone is attending, the teacher uses 
the moment to reinforce a teaching point, share an observation, address a misconception, or 



highlight an exemplar. Afterward, the teacher uses another signal to return students' attention 
back to their independent tasks. Giving a planned Mid-Workshop Interruption increases students’ 
ability to maintain focus on a challenging task by allowing the brain to refresh and refocus, and is 
an opportunity to provide a framework for how students can continue working diligently for the 
remainder of the workshop. 
 
 
 

Modeling Behaviors  
Modeling behaviors is specific direct instruction of behaviors that students need to learn. 
Modeling behaviors can be for behavior in the classroom, social environments and other school 
settings such as the playground or cafeteria. With modeling, the teacher typically identifies and 
introduces the behavior that he/she is planning to model and why it is important. The teacher 
then models the behavior in the exact manner that she would want the students to perform the 
behavior. She gives the students the opportunity to practice the modeled behavior in the situation 
in which this behavior is expected. When students are demonstrating the behavior, the teacher 
offers positive feedback and praise in order to reinforce the modeled behavior. 
 
 
 

Modified Equipment  
Modified Equipment refers to any substituted or enhanced version of standard equipment that 
students utilize during game play or physical development activities to promote success and 
provide modified accessibility (e.g., using lighter/heavier ball options, offering scoops for catching 
or batting tees). Modified Equipment is primarily used in the Physical Education (PE) setting to 
support students with fine/gross motor skill deficits. A PE teacher might alter the requirement to 
hit a baseball to hitting a beach ball so that students can make contact with the target easier (e.g., 
due to enlarged size as well as a slower delivery pace based on lightness), which a defender can 
also field with greater ease and less anxiety (e.g., due to the slower, softer quality of the ball being 
received). While enlarged adjustments to equipment supports many students, Modified 
Equipment differs in that it expands accessibility options when helping students build foundational 
lifelong physical activity skills. 
 
 
 

Modified Rules for Games  
Modified Rules for Games are accommodations in which standard game rules are changed or 
eliminated to make physical activities and tasks achievable and comprehensible (e.g., allowing 
every student a chance to kick during a game of kickball before changing innings, having fewer 
students on a team to allow for more interaction, offering peer assistance, enforcing a no 
strike-out rule in wiffleball, allowing students to stand anywhere to serve a volleyball, eliminating 
out of bounds or time limits). A teacher applies Modified Rules for Games prior to game play in the 
Physical Education (PE) setting to support students that cannot reasonably complete or 
comprehend a game without the modifications. Modified Rules can also be implemented in the 
classroom setting to instill a sense of accomplishment and success for students (e.g., allowing a 
student to work on independent tasks with a peer tutor, eliminating or extending certain time 
limits or due dates for projects). 



 
 
 

Pictorial Directions  
Pictorial Directions are visual task outlines in which students are given images, such as pictures, 
photos, or diagrams in sequence, in order to navigate the actions required to successfully 
complete classroom tasks (e.g., daily morning routines, center time responsibilities, small group or 
independent work). A teacher uses simple images for Pictorial Directions (e.g., hand drawn, free 
clip art images, actual photographs) to support visual learners as well as students with hearing loss 
that might have difficulty processing instructions presented verbally for a task. Pictorial Directions 
are typically displayed in a highly accessible area while a student is completing the task (e.g., at the 
student’s desk, on a wall near a center/activity location). While strategies like a checklist also 
support students that have difficulty independently following multistep directions, Pictorial 
Directions differs in that it provides students with imagery while completing a variety of tasks. 
 
 
 

Premack Principle  
The Premack Principle is a positive reinforcement strategy that offers a preferred activity as a 
reward to motivate students to demonstrate a behavior or complete a specified task. To 
implement the Premack Principle, the teacher first creates a contingency by identifying the target 
behavior and determining a preferred activity to offer the student as a reward (e.g., break time, 
role as line leader, game/toy, etc.). When speaking to the student, the teacher starts by stating the 
reward and then explains what the student must do to obtain it (e.g., “You can have five minutes 
of computer time after you finish your math assignment.”). This approach encourages the student 
to focus on the reward instead of the non-preferred task and increases the likelihood of 
compliance. By using positive reinforcement, the Premack Principle builds students’ self-regulation 
skills and promotes lasting behavior changes. 
 
 
 

Reinforcers  
Reinforcers are acknowledgments for learning, as well as following rules and expectations in the 
classroom and school environment. Reinforcers can be part of applying positive behavioral 
supports and interventions school-wide, in the classroom or with individuals. In order for 
reinforcers to be effective, there needs to be consistent and applied use of the determined 
reinforcer, whether this be praise, a tracking chart, tangible rewards, etc. A student is typically 
reinforced for the absence of the identified behavior, as well as for learning and applying new skills 
and appropriate behaviors. 
 
 
 

Task Analysis  
A Task Analysis is specific direct instruction of a skill broken down into smaller, more manageable 
discrete steps that allows students to work on the task one part at a time, instead of trying to 
master the whole task at once. When creating a Task Analysis, the teacher first identifies a target 



skill (e.g., logging onto a computer to access a specific program). Next, the teacher determines 
what prerequisite knowledge and skills an individual student has before outlining the sequential 
steps the student will need to follow in order to complete a task successfully (e.g., some students 
can handle larger steps, while others require smaller steps). After, the teacher provides direct 
instruction of each step and offers students multiple opportunities for guided practice to ensure 
success. 
 
 
 

Task Variation  
Task Variation is an instructional practice that strategically alternates between previously 
mastered and/or highly-preferred skills (i.e., maintenance skills) with challenging, new and/or 
non-preferred tasks (i.e., target skills). To implement Task Variation, the teacher starts an activity 
with maintenance skills and when the student begins to consistently participate, includes the 
target skill. Teachers can extend Task Variation schedules by interspersing the maintenance skills 
throughout the entire task (e.g., maintenance skill, target skill, maintenance skill, target skill). Task 
Variation builds positive momentum by guaranteeing opportunities for success thereby increasing 
student motivation and the probability that the target skill will be attempted. 
 
 
 

Timer  
A timer is a device that can be incorporated into daily tasks, transitions and breaks for a student. 
Having a timer available may help the student learn how to manage time when completing 
academic tasks and transitions. Timers may help students have more independence. 
 
 
 

Visible Boundaries  
Visible Boundaries are highly visible lines that mark the limits of an area in which students 
participate in physical activities in order to improve fitness and give students confidence to move 
through a given space successfully and safely (e.g., using light colored cones, colored floor tapes, 
guided ropes, neon ribbons, rugs, or colored poly dots to mark boundaries). Visible Boundaries 
should be vibrantly colored to provide a bright contrast for students to visually reference. In the 
Physical Education (PE) setting, Visible Boundaries in the gymnasium are set daily to offer clear 
boundaries for different games and to provide safety precautions, specifically for students with 
visual impairments. Visible Boundaries can also be applied in the classroom setting to signify 
separate learning areas, such as outlined spaces for different centers or movement activities, 
which enhances the learning environment and allows students to improve their overall fitness by 
moving or playing freely in a specified area, while continuing to maintain safety. 
 
 
 
 


